
To My Readers: 

The following notes have been written over the last eight years of teaching in Uganda, first at Uganda Bible Institute in 

Mbarara and secondly at Westminster Theological College and Seminary in Kampala.  The Lord has been pleased to 

give me considerable time for the preparation of my course lectures—as well as time to learn typing (although I am still 

“all thumbs” even after eight years)—which has providentially resulted in textbooks for my students.  None of the 

notes have been formally edited, and most have not been edited at all; therefore, I request the reader to be restrained in 

his criticism of spelling, grammar, sentence structure, etc.  In short, it is what it is, and the work may never get edited.  

The important thing to me is whether or not the readers understand the content to the end that they and their 

congregations will be edified to the praise and glory of God.  
   
The reader is given permission to reproduce all or any portion of the notes on this CD or in these printed books with 

the following conditions:  
 
(1) You must not reproduce these notes in any portion or form without my name on them as the author.  God believes 

in the right to private property (Exodus 20: 15; Acts 5: 4a). You must not plagiarize when using the notes in written 

papers, including written sermons.  Plagiarism in any form (presenting another writer’s thoughts and words as if they 

were your own) is stealing; and I should not have to tell you what God says about stealing.  However, in the oral 

preaching event, you have my permission to use ideas from my notes without citing me as the source.  This would be 

cumbersome to you and tiresome to your listeners, so just “belt it out” without worrying about citation. But this is just 

me.  Other writers may not appreciate your using their ideas even in sermon delivery without proper citation. On the 

other hand, written sermons reproduced for others should always cite sources, including me. Furthermore, do not 

attempt to “preach” my notes, for you will surely put your audience to sleep if you do.  The preacher can milk a lot of 

cows, but he must make his own butter to be an effective preacher. Besides, preaching another person’s sermon is 

another form of plagiarism. 
   
(2) When providing these notes to other readers either through copied CD’s or printed materials, do not charge more 

than the cost of reproduction.  “Freely you received, freely give” (Matt. 10: 8b).  My goal is for as many African (and 

developing-world) pastors and teachers as possible to benefit from these materials for only the cost of reproduction.  

Reproduction costs may also include the labor involved in translating these materials into another language. “The 

worker is worthy of his support” (Matt. 10: 10b).  At the same time, when evaluating the value of your labor, do not 

think more highly of yourself than you ought to think (Rom. 12: 3). 
 
(3) The reader may not edit or alter any portion of these notes.  If you find errors in spelling, grammar, or theological 

content, leave them.  This project is a work in progress; and as the Lord permits, I will be editing, adding content, 

deleting content, changing my mind, etc. until God takes me home.  I do not wish for you, the reader, to change my 

mind for me.  If serious errors in content are discovered, feel free to contact me at mcneilldf@gmail.com so that I can 

correct them in future editions. This email address is found at the bottom of each printed page.  
  
For your information: 
 
The reader will also notice words in parentheses ( ) defining the word which appears before the parenthesis.  I have 

often used more complicated words than necessary, and then defined them, in order to build the vocabulary of anyone 

who speaks English as a second language. My desire is to teach, not to impress anyone with my limited vocabulary. 

Other theological textbooks will not define words, so take some time to build your English vocabulary for future 

reading of these other books that are well worth reading.  For those readers who already know the definitions of these 

words, please take no offense at my efforts in defining them.  I am writing for a diverse audience with significant 

differences in educational backgrounds and opportunities. 

 

Happy reading! Your mazungu brother in Christ, 
  
Donald F. McNeill 
 
P. S. My wife, Fran, and I have started a new school in Mbarara, Uganda–Christ’s Community Study Center.  The new 

study center will exist for the purpose of (1) training pastors for church ministry and (2) conducting Christian world-

view seminars for university students and the general public.  Eventually, we will develop a web-site containing 

information about the study center as well as all the books I have written plus others in the future, Lord willing.  In this 

manner, the reader can access these written materials over the internet as well as interact with us via email to help us 

improve the written materials. You may also access many other books/courses in theology and Bible by logging on to 

www.mints.edu.org.  
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